
Open new windows into 
your digital life

HP Monitors
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HP Compaq LA2206xc 
Webcam LCD Monitor

HP ZR2740w LED Backlit 
IPS Monitor

HP monitors deliver a unique visual 
experience for the way you work and play. 
We off er an astoundingly broad range of 
monitors for every lifestyle and budget—
all backed by HP’s award-winning services 
and support.

Our exciting, innovative, ultra-slim designs 
fi t seamlessly into your home or offi  ce 
environment. And when you switch them 
on, expect enhanced ergonomics, advanced 
connectivity, and higher-than standard 
pixel quality.1 In other words: great looks, 
ultimate performance, and sharp, dazzling 
images. Plus, our monitors are built with the 
environment in mind, from materials and 
packaging to energy effi  ciency.

1HP’s pixel policy exceeds the ISO 9241-307 Pixel Class II standard.

A unique visual experience that
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HP x2401 LED Backlit 
Monitor

Discover how the right monitor can help you get 
more out of your digital life inside… 

4 Eye-catching design 
 Put your most stylish foot forward.

6 Cutting-edge technology
 Take your monitor experience a step further.

8 Graphic prowess
 Get the best in all-around performance.

10  Enhanced ergonomics
 Work more effi  ciently all day long.

12 Everyday use
 Get everything you need in a monitor, today and tomorrow.

14 Best value
 Work hard, day-in and day-out.

16 Technical specifi cations

18 HP Accessories
 Extend your visual experience with HP accessories.

refl ects your personal style. 
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Put your most stylish foot forward.
Eye-catching design

LM914AA

Get the best in performance 
while projecting a sophisticated, 
modern image. Our thin, 
lightweight monitors enable you 
to express your personal style 
while also saving valuable space 
in your offi  ce reception area, 
lounge, or home.

LM914AA

HP x2301 Micro Thin LED Monitor

Attract attention. This LED monitor is both 
dazzling and powerful, a rare gem among 
monitors. And the eye-catching design will 
add a distinctly modern touch to your home 
or offi  ce environment.

• Experience Full HD and high performance for watching 
movies and editing videos1

• Connect to your digital life with DVI-D, VGA, and HDMI 
inputs  in the monitor base

• Appreciate the thinness of this screen 
(about 9.8 mm deep) as all electronics are placed 
in the translucent aquamarine base
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Get the best in contemporary form—and function! 
This micro-thin LED monitor off ers an elegant 
design with an adjustable easel stand and keeps 
cables in the back for a clean, sleek look.

Available in November 2012

• Connect easily to your notebook for an expanded viewing 
experience with HDMI and DisplayPort connectivity

• Enjoy a stunning view from almost any angle, thanks to 
MVA2 panel technology, Full HD resolution, and anti-glare 
protective glass

• Save space with a compact 13 cm footprint and 
wall-mount compatibility 

• Enjoy premium encrypted video content thanks to 
HDCP connectivity

B6R49AA

HP x2401LED Backlit Monitor

B6R49AA

1Software required
2Multi-Domain Vertical Alignment
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Cutting-edge technology

A1W80AA

Work with HP Monitors that 
go the extra mile. Whether 
you need full connectivity to 
your Notebook PC via a simple 
USB 3.0 port, 2D to 3D content 
conversion, or enhanced 
videoconferencing, we have 
the technology for you. 
Welcome to a new generation 
of monitors.

A1W80AA

HP Compaq L2311c 23" Notebook Docking Monitor

Access a full desktop experience from 
your notebook PC quickly and easily thanks 
to this innovative, stylish monitor’s 
full connectivity.

• Get simple, straightforward, clutter-free connectivity and 
charging via a single SuperSpeed USB 3.0 cable plus a single 
power/charging cord1

• Experience comfortable desktop computing from your 
notebook with ergonomic adjustable stand, audio/video 
inputs, Ethernet, SuperSpeed USB 3.0 connectivity, and 
universal USB media port replication

• Enjoy improved videoconferencing thanks to a built-in 
720p HD webcam and HP MyRoom business edition software 
and Cyberlink YouCam videoconferencing software

1 For HP Notebooks greater than 90W, the HP Smart AC 
Adapter will allow  power pass-through of up to 
90 watts of power only. Connector not compatible with 
the HP Ultrabook™ Notebook PC.

Take your monitor experience a step
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Enjoy 3D viewing easily and 
aff ordably without changing your 
current PC.

• Experience sharp viewing, 
fast response times, and a high 
dynamic contrast ratio

• Feel the thrill of viewing your photos 
and videos in 3D thanks to easy-to-use 
2D to 3D conversion software and two 
pairs of passive 3D glasses

• Save space with an ultra-slim design

QJ684AA

HP 2311gt 23" LED Backlit 3D Monitor 
with passive polarized glasses

QJ684AA LW490AA

LW490AA

HP Compaq LA2206xc 21.5" Webcam LCD Monitor

Experience videoconferencing 
like it was meant to be with
this monitor’s integrated webcam, 
microphone, speakers, and 
height-adjustable stand.

• Take videoconferencing to the next level 
with the built-in 720p HD webcam, 
HP MyRoom business edition software, 
and the Cyberlink YouCam webcam utility

• Videoconference in comfort with 
improved vertical adjustability and VESA 
mounting options compatible with a wide 
range of stands

• Reduce waste and packaging with this 
ultra-slim, lightweight design

further.
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A brilliant visual experience. 
This LCD monitor serves up 30-bit 
panel and DisplayPort connectivity 
and outstanding pixel and color 
performance.

• Discover what you’ve been missing 
in the past with 30 bits per pixel 
color resolution and 1.07 billion 
displayable colors

• See the big picture with an 
extremely wide viewing angle and 
2560 x 1600 resolution 

• Get more done with a six-way 
adjustable stand designed for comfort 
and productivity

VM617A4

HP ZR30w 30" S-IPS LCD Monitor

Work your best in full color.
This LCD display is the only 
color-critical display that uses 
HP DreamColor Engine technology.

• See colors like never before and 
say goodbye to banding and contouring 
thanks to an innovative 30-bit 
LCD panel technology supporting 
over one billion active colors—that’s 
64 times the colors supported by 
traditional LCD panels

• Enjoy breakthrough color control 
thanks to IPS1 technology

GV546A4

HP DreamColor LP2480zx 24" Professional Display

Increase your productivity 
on color-critical missions 
with HP Monitors that deliver 
it all—power, precision, and 
accurate color rendering. 
Take advantage of sleek 
designs, full adjustability, and 
enhanced visual performance 
to audio, video, and peripheral 
device connectivity.

GV546A4

VM617A4

Get the best in all-around performance.
Graphic prowess
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Experience massive resolution. 
This LED-backlit monitor off ers 
amazing image quality and the sleek 
look and feel complement 
HP Z Workstations perfectly.

• Get outstanding image accuracy at wide 
viewing angles up to 178° thanks to 
IPS1 technology

• See amazing image quality with 
increased brightness range up to 
380 nits cd/m²

• Connect to a range of evolving 
technologies with DisplayPort, dual-link 
DVI, and integrated 4-port USB inputs

XW476AA

HP ZR2740w 27" LED Backlit IPS Monitor

XW476AA
XW477A4

Sleeker than ever. These LED-backlit 
monitors with HDMI inputs and 
ultra modern design are the perfect 
complement to HP Z Workstations.

• Get outstanding image accuracy at wide 
viewing angles up to 178° thanks to 
IPS1 technology

• Experience minimal motion blurring 
and amazingly crisp images thanks 
to ultra-low response time and high 
contrast ratios

• Enjoy the ultimate in ergonomics with 
height, tilt, swivel, and pivot adjustment

XW477A4 / XW475A4

HP ZR2440w 24" and 
HP ZR2240w 21.5" LED Backlit IPS Monitors

1In-plane switching
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See the big picture and get 
more done on these widescreen 
monitors off ering beautiful 
images.

• Get maximum comfort with height, 
portrait rotation, tilt, and swivel 
stand adjustments

• Access your fl ash drive data fast 
with a two-port USB hub

XN375AA / XN374AA

HP Compaq LA2306x 23" and 
HP Compaq LA2006x 20" LED Backlit LCD Monitors

XN375AA

Work more effi  ciently all day long.
Enhanced ergonomics

A9P21AA

Stay productive all day long with this 
monitor's comfort-focused design. 
The ultra-HD display resolution 
and 16:10 aspect ratio is ideal for 
widescreen business applications. 
And you get it all in a slim, modern 
design that's gentle on the environment.

• Work comfortably in a range of positions 
with height adjustability up to 120 mm 
(4.7 inches), -5° to 30° tilt, 90° pivot,
plus VESA mounting compatibility

• Add a modern touch that complements 
any environment with a sleek profi le and 
brushed aluminum accents

• Connect to your digital content with VGA, 
DVI, and DisplayPort capabilities with 
HDCP connectivity options

A9P21AA

HP Compaq LA2405x 24" LED Backlit LCD Monitor
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A monitor that keeps on working 
for your business. With a compact 
footprint, a broad range of 
adjustments, and diff erent mounting 
options, get the ergonomics 
you need to stay productive.

• Adjust your workstation to your needs, 
with height, tilt, pivot, and swivel 
adjustments and fl exible mounting 
options

• Save valuable desktop space with a 
small footprint and slim profi le

A9S75AA

HP Compaq LA1956x 19" LED Backlit Monitor

Work smarter and save space 
with a monitor that fi ts into any 
environment while off ering a 
stunning view.

• Enjoy a dazzling visual experience 
with a large screen and exceptional 
resolution

• Work more comfortably with this 
monitor’s ergonomic Integrated Work 
Center stand

• Attach an HP Thin Client or Ultra-slim 
Desktop (USDT) to save valuable space

QC841AA

HP Compaq LE2002xi 20" LED Backlit LCD Monitor

These HP Monitors are designed for intensive work. Their ergonomic stands allow you to fi ne-tune 
your monitor position for the ultimate in comfort—even through the longest, toughest work days.

QC841AA

A9S75AA
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C3Z94AA / C4D30AA

HP Pavilion 23xi 23" and HP Pavilion 22xi 21.5" IPS LED Monitors

Enjoy a dazzling, crystal clear view from almost 
any angle. These ultra-wide, micro-thin HP IPS 
Monitors deliver the performance you need 
every day.

Available in November 2012

• Enjoy vivid images with a wide viewing angle (178°/178°) 
and immerse yourself in multiple-player gaming on a single 
monitor thanks to IPS1 technology

• Connect easily to your digital content with VGA, DVI, and 
HDMI ports

• Experience borderless viewing with a bezel-less design in a 
micro-thin profi le that will look great in any environment

• Stow your keyboard away under the monitor when not in use

C3Z94AA

C4D30AA 

Everyday use

Perfect for everyday 
at-home tasks like emailing, 
surfi ng the web, and using 
offi  ce software, these 
HP Monitors also take you 
into the future with 
Full HD resolution and HDCP 
for a great entertainment 
experience.

Get everything you need in a monitor,
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LV877AA
LV876AA2

LV686AA
LV176AA2

Experience the perfect combination of screen 
performance, sleek design, and environmental 
responsibility.

• Combine comfort and style with adjustable tilt settings 
and an ultra-slim profi le

• Get crisp and clear viewing with a 3M:1 dynamic 
contrast ratio

• Connect to your digital content with VGA, HDMI3, and 
DVI-DI with HDCP ports.

LV686AA / LV176AA2 / LV915AA / LV916AA2 / LV877AA / LV876AA2

HP 2311x 23", HP 2211x 21.5", and HP 2011x 20" LED Monitors

1In-plane switching
2Business Display models
3Only available on HP 2311x 23” LED Monitor

today and tomorrow.
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LL649AA / LL763AA 
HP Compaq LE2202x 21.5" and 
HP Compaq LE2002x 20" LED Backlit LCD Monitors

Enjoy the perfect combination of 
sleek design, high performance, and 
environmental responsibility, 
all at an aff ordable price.

• Boost your performance with crisp, clear viewing, 
a 170° viewing angle, and fast response times

• Maximize your workspace with a stylish, slim profi le 
and modest, space-saving footprint

LL649AA 

Work hard, day-in and day-out.
Best value

Rest assured with these 
simple, aff ordable HP Monitors. 
They're designed to stand 
up to intensive work and are 
backed by HP's legendary 
quality, support, and 
warranty services.
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Treat yourself to a slim LED backlit 
monitor that packs in features like 
advanced connectivity and built-in 
speakers at an aff ordable price.

• Get a high-performance visual 
experience with high resolution and 
dynamic contrast ratio combined with 
fast response times

B5M13AA / B7M13AA

HP W2072a 20" and 
HP W1972a 18.5" LED Backlit Monitors

Get the best combination of price 
and performance in a space-saving 
monitor ideal for multi-display 
confi gurations.

• Use up to 34% less energy1 

• Contribute to helping the environment 
with this ENERGY STAR® and 
TCO certifi ed monitor

EM886AA

HP Compaq LE1711 17" LCD Monitor

B5M13AA

EM886AA

B7M13AA

1 Energy savings with new two-CCFL-lamp 
backlit panel over the former standard of 
four CCFL lamps.
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Eye-catching design - p. 4-5 Cutting-edge technology - p. 6-7 Graphic prowess - p. 8-9 Enhanced ergonomics - p. 10-11

 x2401 x2301 L2311c 2311gt LA2206xc LP2480zx ZR30w ZR2740w ZR2440w ZR2240w LA2405x LA2306x

Product 
number

B6R49AA LM914AA A1W80AA QJ684AA LW490AA GV546A4 VM617A4 XW476AA XW477A4 XW475A4 A9P21AA XN375AA

Panel type MVA LED 
backlit LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
3D FPR2

TN LED backlit 
LCD

IPS CCFL 
Backlit LCD

S-IPS IPS LED 
backlit LCD

IPS LED 
backlit LCD

IPS LED 
backlit LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

Size 
Aspect ratio

24" (60.9 cm) 
16:9

23" (58.4 cm)
16:9

23" (58.4 cm) 
16:9

23" (58.4 cm) 
16:9

21.5" (54.6 cm)
16:9

24" (60.9 cm)
16:10

30" (75.6 cm)
16:10

27" (68.5 cm)
16:9

24.1" (61.1 cm) 
16:10

21.5" (54.6 cm)
16:9

24" (61 cm) 
16:10

23" (58.4 cm)
16:9

Native 
resolution

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1920 x 1080
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

2D = 1920 x 
1080 @ 60 Hz; 
3D = 1920 x 
540 @ 60Hz

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1920 x 1200 2560 x 1600 
@ 60 Hz

2560 x 1440 
@ 60 Hz

1920 x 1200 
@ 60 Hz; 
Full HD

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz; 
Full HD

1920 x 1200 
@ 60 Hz

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

Backlight Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

CCFL CCFL Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Brightness 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 200-250 nits 
(2D)
100 nits (3D)

250 nits 250 nits 370 nits 380 nits 350 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits

Contrast ratio 5000:1 Static 
10M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static 
8M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
1M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static 
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
1M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static 1000:1 Static
3000:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static 1000:1 Static 
2M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static 
2M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
1M:1 Dynamic

Response time 12 ms 3 ms GtG 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 12 ms 12 ms 12 ms 6 ms 8 ms 5 ms 5 ms

Viewing angle 178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

Connectivity HDMI w/HDCP,
DisplayPort

VGA, DVI-D 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP

VGA, 
USB 3.0 
upstream

VGA, DVI-D 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D 
and Display-
Port w/HDCP, 
USB, Audio 
in/out

2 x DVI, 
S-Video; 
DisplayPort 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP

DVI-D and 
DisplayPort 
w/HDCP

DisplayPort, 
Dual-Link and 
DVI-D  
w/HDCP

DVI-D, 
DisplayPort, 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP

VGA; DVI-D, 
DisplayPort, 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D, 
DisplayPort, 
USB  

VGA, DVI-D 
and Display-
Port  w/HDCP, 
USB

Power 
consumption

28 W 28 W 38 W 36 W 35 W 42 W (typical) 130 W (typical) 95 W (typical) 48 W (typical) 35 W (typical) 39 W 33 W

Height 
adjustment

– – 0 to 13 cm – 0 to 13 cm 10 cm 10 cm 10 cm 10 cm 9 cm 12 cm 0 to 13 cm

Tilt – -5° to + 20° -5° to + 30° -1° to + 25° –5° to +30° –5° to +35° -5° to + 30° -5° to + 35° -5° to + 35° -5° to + 35° -5° to +30° –5° to +30°

Swivel – – -180° to +180° – 360° –45° to +45° –45° to +45° –45° to +45° –45° to +45° –45° to +45° -170° to +170° 360°

Pivot rotation – – Yes – Yes Yes – Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Technical specifi cations1
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Everyday use - p. 12-13 Best value - p. 14-15

LA2006x LE2002xi LA1956x 23xi 22xi 2311x 2211x 2011x LE2202x LE2002x W2072a W1972a LE1711

XN374AA QC841AA A9S75AA C3Z94AA C4D30AA LV686AA 
LV176AA3

LV915AA  
LV916AA3 

 LV877AA 
LV876AA3

LL649AA LL763AA B5M13AA B7M13AA EM886AA

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

IPS LED backlit 
LCD

IPS LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN LED backlit 
LCD

TN CCFL 
Backlit LCD

20" (50.8 cm)
16:9

20" (50.8 cm)
16:9

19" (48.2 cm)
5:4

23" (58.4 cm) 
16:9

21.5" (54.6 cm) 
16:9

23" (58.4 cm)
16:9

21.5" (54.6 cm)
16:9

20" (50.8 cm)
16:9

21.5" (54.6 cm)
16:9

20" (50.8 cm)
16:9

20" (50.8 cm)
16:9

18.5" (46.9 cm)
16:9

17" (43.2 cm)
5:4

1600 x 900 
@ 60 Hz

1600 x 900 
@ 60 Hz 

1280 x 1024
@ 60 Hz

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1600 x 900 
@ 60 Hz

1920 x 1080 
@ 60 Hz;
Full HD

1600 x 900 
@ 60 Hz 

1600 x 900 
@ 60 Hz

1366 x 768  
@ 60 Hz

1280 x 1024 
(SXGA)

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

Mercury-free 
LED

CCFL

250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 250 nits 200 nits 200 nits 250 nits

1000:1 Static
1M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
1M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
10M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
10M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static 
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

600:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

600:1 Static
3M:1 Dynamic

1000:1 Static

5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 7 ms 7 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

178˚ (hor.)
178˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

170˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

90˚ (hor.)
50˚ (vert.)

90˚ (hor.)
50˚ (vert.)    

160˚ (hor.)
160˚ (vert.)

VGA, DVI-D and 
DisplayPort 
w/HDCP, USB

VGA, DVI-D 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D, 
DisplayPort 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP, USB

VGA, DVI-D 
w/HDCP, 
DisplayPort, 
USB

VGA, DVI-D, 
DisplayPort 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D 
and HDMI 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D 
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D  
w/HDCP

VGA, DVI-D  
w/HDCP

VGA

26 W 22 W 27 W 28 W 26 W 29 W 22.5 W 22 W 26 W 22 W 20 W 18 W 23 W

0 to 13 cm Yes 12 cm – – – – – – – – – –

–5° to +30° –3° to +20° -5° to +25° -5° to +25° -5° to +25° 0° to +25° –5° to +25° –5° to +25° -5° to + 25° -5° to + 25° -5° to + 19° -5° to + 19° -5° to + 25°

360° 360° -180° to +180° – – – – – – – – – –

Yes – Yes – – – – – – – – – –

1Product features and specifi cations may change without notice. - 2Film Pattern Retarder - 3Business display models
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B1F63AA 

HP Dream Color 
Calibration Kit (DCS)
Precision color accuracy for 
professional users.
Contains a colorimeter and software 
(Microsoft® Windows® and Apple 
Mac OS X) to quickly and accurately 
calibrate monitor front-of-screen 
settings to prevent drift of critical 
monitor color or whitepoint settings.

• Easy, intuitive all-in-one design 

• Measures fi ve times faster than 
previous devices

• Compact and self contained for 
maximum portability

Give your monitor full multimedia 
capabilities without taking up 
additional desk space. This elegant 
speaker bar enhances multimedia 
presentations, online video streaming, 
and webinars.

• Attaches easily to the bottom of the 
monitor 

• Includes external headphone jack

• USB-powered, eliminating the need for 
an additional power cord or AC adapter

NQ576AA/AT 

HP LCD Speaker Bar
Extend your display experience with 
multiple monitors. The HP USB Graphics 
Adapter lets you build a spectacular 
wall of tiled displays or, for everyday 
use, connect several monitors to your 
Notebook or Desktop PC. 

• View large spreadsheets across 
two screens or multitask without 
overlapping windows

• Enable multiple screen presentations 
from one PC

• Edit documents on one screen 
and view reference documents on 
another; compare multiple documents 
simultaneously

NL571AA/AT 

HP USB Graphics Adapter 

Get even more out of your HP Monitor with useful accessories designed to 
help you enhance your workspace, be more productive, and connect to your 
multimedia content and peripheral devices. And, with a one-year warranty, 
you also enjoy peace of mind.

HP Accessories

Extend your visual experience
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The perfect fi t for your workspace. 
Maximize limited desk space and attach 
your 17- to 24-inch diagonal 
LCD monitor to your HP Ultra-slim 
Desktop PC, HP Thin Client, or 
HP Business PC Small form Factor 
Desktop without compromising 
performance or productivity.

• Stay comfortable and productive all 
day long with tilt, height, and swivel 
adjustments

• Keep your workspace tidy with cable 
pass-through and clips

• Monitor height adjustability for increased 
comfort and productivity

LH526AA/AT / QP897AA/AT 

HP Integrated Work Center 
Stands for USDT/Thin Client 
or Small Form Factor Desktop

Mount your monitor your way. 
This easy to use, VESA-compliant 
LCD monitor mounting solution lets 
you quickly and securely attach 
an LCD monitor to a stand, mount, 
or wall.

• Failsafe “Sure-Lock” mechanism 
snaps your monitor securely in place

• Theft-deterrent security screw can be 
added for further protection

EM870AA/AT

HP LCD Monitor 
Quick Release

Use two displays to maximize your 
productivity and optimize effi  ciency.

• Use two external displays up to 
24 inches in size simultaneously to 
increase productivity

• Either or both displays can be rotated 
to landscape or portrait orientation

AW664AA 

HP Adjustable 
Dual Display Stand

Designed to complement the way you 
work. This sleek, streamlined stand 
helps you make the most of your 
available workspace. 

• Includes convenient cable management 
to route cables under the arm and 
out of the way, keeping clutter under 
control

• Adjustments include lift, tilt, pan, and 
rotation for comfort and productivity 
all day long

BT861AA/AT 

HP Single Monitor Arm 

 QP897AA/AT

LH526AA/AT

with HP accessories.
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